
Intermediate Multicultural Festival Projects 
 

- choose a country’s or culture’s holiday or festival to study 

- start researching your topic to determine if there is enough information 

(confirm this with your teacher) 

- Research Jot Notes (inc. sources) and a rough plan for the project need to 

be submitted by Dec. 5th, 2014.  

-     presentations for the school will be in the classrooms on the main floor 

Dec. 17th. Parents and QM community members are welcome - they need 

to sign-in at the office  

- this project is an integrated unit involving: English, History, Geography, 

Art, Drama, Dance, Math, Music and French 

 

Content: (should include…) 

-    map 

- flag 

- history of celebration 

- religious importance 

- food 

-     charts, graphs to show or compare information 

- costumes/clothing/music/drama/dance 

- decorations/symbols/gifts/crafts 

- roles of men/women/children in the celebration 

- at least one sentence in French 

– bibliography 
 

Presentation: 
The presentation can be a combination of many forms: 

  

- display board or poster 

- brochure 

- diorama 

- model 

- skit (performed or recorded) 

- dance (performed or recorded) 

- music (performed or recorded) 

- historical fiction short story 

- play script 



– PhotoStory 

– SMART notebook presentation 

- movie 

- newspaper 

- poetry 

- comic 

- recipes 

- interview 

– diary 

– dress in costume 

– prepare traditional food to share 

- other (discuss with your teacher) 

There should be a balance between the written, visual and oral components. 
 

The great majority of work on this project is expected to be done at school.  

Therefore, have your materials at school!!! 

 

Students are expected to follow safety rules (i.e. adult supervision is required for 

using tools, glue guns, cooking…) 

 

Assessment: 
You will be given an overall level (1, 2, 3 or 4) based on a rubric including the 

following criteria: 

– understanding of content - ICE (Ideas, Connections, Extensions) 

– use of research skills (inc. jot notes) 

– use of conventions in written work 

– application of knowledge 

– varied and complete list of sources that are properly referenced 

– expression and organization of ideas in art forms 

 

Example of Extension: 

- How does the music of your country/culture influence Canadian music? 

 

Your bibliography should include a variety of sources.  (You may even include an 

interview.) 

 

This project is open ended and ‘student-driven.’  Your teachers will be 

conferencing with you to chunk your work and monitor your progress. 
 



 


